CRG RACING TEAM

TRICKY WSK SUPER MASTER SERIES
IN ADRIA DUE TO THE RAIN
The opener of the WSK Super Master Series in Adria has been difficult due to the bad
weather. CRG drivers among the protagonists in all categories. Excellent Puhakka in KZ2,
Hauger and Bradshow in OK, Henrion in OK-Junior.

Weather conditions in Adria have been very tough at the opener of the WSK Super Master
Series. After the wet qualifying on Friday, weather got even worse on Saturday and the final
6 heats of Mini, KZ2 and OK Junior had to be stopped by the red flag. The final heats have
been postponed to Sunday February 5th, hoping for better conditions.
A SUPER SIMO PUHAKKA IN KZ2!
KZ2 qualifying have highlighted the quality of the strong CRG driver from Finland Simo Puhakka,
who posted the quickest time in 1:02.366s on CRG-Tm. The other CRG drivers have also put in
strong performances, as last Sunday’s winner at the WSK Champions Cup, Stan Pex, who was
third. Jorrit Pex was seventh, and World Champion Paolo De Conto followed him in eighth place,
while Flavio Camponeschi was tenth. Taymour Kermanshahchi was 17th and Alessandro
Giardelli 38th.
CRG drivers Puhakka, the two brothers Pex Stan and Jorrit and De Conto were among the front
runners in the first heats held on Saturday, while Camponeschi had to stop due to an incident.

HAUGER AND BRADSHOW SHINING IN OK
The British winner of the CIK-FIA Academy 2016 Callum Bradshow has come to the fore in OK,
despite being at his debut this year on CRG-Parilla. Bradshow was 12th in a qualifying session
spoiled by rain, Dennis Hauger was 17th and Matteo Nannini 25th. They were followed by the
other two CRG drivers that are at their debut of the season Kilian Meyer and Davide Lombardo.
Dennis Hauger completed a great comeback in the heats – all the scheduled heats have been run
in this category, and he brilliantly secured a provisional P5. Callum Bradshaw took a great P9,
while Kilian Meyer a very good P22 obtained in critical weather conditions. Davide Lombardo is
25th (with a fourth place as best result of the heats), while Matteo Nannini suffered several DNFs
due to incidents.
GILLIAN HENRION AMONG THE QUICKEST OF OK-JUNIOR
OK-Junior drivers have also put in a series of strong performances. Above all, the French Gillian
Henrion who was second in the recent Champions Cup, has been shining since qualifying as he
posted the fastest lap of his group, which was worth the second absolute time. Henrion run
excellent heats too, taking one victory and two second places. The Spanish driver Ayrton
Fontecha, at his debut with CRG, also had a good day, as the Brazilian Gabriel Bortoleto, while
the French Evann Mallet, the Spanish Jose Gomez and the Malaysian Nik Zamir Zakwan
struggled a bit in the rain. Some further heats are scheduled for OK-Junior on Sunday morning, as
for 60 Mini and classifications are therefore still to be defined.
ADRIA’S PROGRAMME (local time):
WSK Super Master Series
Sunday 5 February 2017: Heats from 9:20. Prefinals from 12:00. Finals from 14:40.

All results and Live TV feed are available at www.wskarting.it
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In the pictures: 1) Simo Puhakka, KZ2; 2) Dennis Hauger, OK; 3) Gillian Henrion, OK-Junior.
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